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Summary.
--The ~-e-y vertex is calculated in the intermediate charged vector boson theory, as a function of the square of the four momentum of the photon. Consistency arguments show that the boson anomalous magnetic moment should be taken equal to zero. The result is then specialized to a real photon. The experimental branching ratio = (~-~eq-~-)/(~-~e + v +i)= (1.2 :]: 1.5)-10 -s fixes the cut-off value at less than one fifth the intermediate boson mass. It is concluded that this theory does not reasonably account for the experimental data, no matter how massive the boson is assumed to be. The universal V-A interaction among ordinary (non-strange) fermions and the non-observation of certain processes, e.g. tL+-+2e+~-e -and K °-+ ~+~-~t-, has led FEYN~AN and GELL-MANN (1) to postulate that a heavy charged vector boson serves as the intermediary connecting the two fermion lines. Such a structure of the four fermion interaction would lead, barring additional selection rules, to the decay of a free ~-meson into an electron and a photon~ ~-+e÷~, (*) On leave from Ecole Normale Sup6rieure, Paris. ('*) Ford Foundation Fellow, on leave from University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
(1) :R. P. FEYNMAN and M. GELL-MANN: Phys. l~ev., 109, 193 (1958) .
at a rate proportional to the same power of the weak interaction coupling constant as the rate for ordinary ~-decay. Several calculations of the branching ratio w(~ ~ e +y) e = w(~ ---e +v +~) "
given by this theory have been reported (2-4), and recently several experimental teams searched again for ~-~ e+y decay (5) In trying to determine whether the theory is consistent with this small branching ratio, it should be borne in mind that the theory is not renormalizable, and in a strict sense is undefined. However, the usual point vertex assumed for the four fermion interaction is itself non-renormalizable, and yet, in lowest order perturbation theory it is in excellent agreement with ~-decay experiments. One may hope that in lowest order, the intermediate boson theory is also satisfactory. However, it is divergent in lowest order for the process ~ -+ e +y decay. The predicted branching ratio depends on the boson's assumed anomMous (~) magnetic moment, 2(e]~/2mBc), where m B is the boson mass, and on the ratio A of the cut-off to the boson ma~s, %¢o,.~¢~, = ~)(~', A) .
Our main contention is that 2 should be taken equal to zero. There are two reasons for this. First, the boson is assumed not to have strong interactions. Any anomalous moment is thus due to the weak and electromagnetic couplings, and can arise only by higher order corrections to the process under (2 Nuovo Cimento, 14, 1266 (1959 . (6) By ((normal)) magnetic moment we mean a moment of magnitude eS/2mse, (i.e. one boson magneton) which one obtains from the free Lagrangian.
tt 'v t* by assuming the minimM electrodynamic interaction.
